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Why Consider Parking? 
 Parking requirements can hinder smart growth, affordable 

housing, commercial growth, and transit-oriented development 
 Parking requirements drive site design and community character 
 Parking influences mode choice  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before I jump into the toolbox, I want to highlight some of the key reasons why SANDAG as a regional agency is interested in parking and promoting proactive parking management to our member agencies. Off-street parking requirements can drive site design and community character making smart growth and Transit Oriented Development very difficult to realize. When parking rates are not based on actual demand, land that could be dedicated to a higher use is  required to accommodate parking that may not be needed – this slide portrays 2 such examples –left is a project adjacent to the trolley that is intended to be TOD – right is an affordable housing, multi-family development Further, there is a plethora of national research that demonstrates that an oversupply of parking that is underpriced or free can distort travel decisions and increase the drive-alone rate for commute trips by as much as 50 percent. 



The Challenge 
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Acres of Land Dedicated to Surface Lots and Structure 
Parking in the San Diego Region (Urbanized Areas) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the image in this slide represents land-use changes occurring in San Diego, I believe this is reflective of the trend for urbanized areas around the nation.  This chart demonstrates that the land-uses that cities have coded as parking are expected to decrease by more than 60% according to our regional growth forecast.  At the same time, population, housing and jobs are expected to grow significantly. So, managing parking supply becomes even more critical as land uses intensify and communities seek to preserve community character, open space, reduce VMT and create walkable communities.



Vehicle Ownership and Mobility Trends 
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 Americans are driving less  

 Fewer young people are obtaining drivers licenses 

 Shared mobility services are expanding 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Further research on vehicle ownership and mobility is demonstrating that Americans in general are cutting back on driving despite economic growth. There is a growing market for a car light lifestyle – while this is particularly true among Gen y who prefer diversity in housing choices; developments that offer a mix of uses; and walkable communities, research is  also showing that the housing and transportation choices of Baby Boomers is  trending  toward a break from the past and  many are choosing environments with characteristics more urban than suburban. Young Americans are not as obsessed with driving and getting a drivers license as they were when I was teenager. AAA  came out with a report that shows that fewer than half of teenagers are applying for a driver’s license when they reach legal age; only 44% get a license within a year. Further, shared mobility services are proliferating around the country further reducing the need for auto-ownership. As of January 2015, there were 23 carsharing operators  in the United States with over 1.1 million members and 16,754 vehicles
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 6 out of 18 cities price parking 
• 1 city offers smart meters 
• Pricing is not demand based 

 Parking standards are very high for 
residential and commercial uses 

 Parking data collection/inventory 
infrequent   

 Limited parking management planning 

 Wayfinding uncommon 

 Inconsistent parking regulations 

 

 

 

Local Parking Inventory 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In light of these trends,  the SANDAG BOD directed staff to develop a Parking Management Toolbox to support our member agencies. To begin the process of developing the toolbox we conducted an inventory of local parking policies and practices for all 18 cities and the County of San Diego. What we found is that parking is generally not managed comprehensively. For example,…..As a result there are a number of intended consequence and challenges 



Common Parking Related Issues Identified  
by Local Jurisdictions 
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 Economic development 

 Parking turnover 

 Parking spill-over 

 Cruising for parking 

 Competition for curbside 
space 

 High SOV mode-share 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The most common issue identified is that the cost of providing required parking is limiting new development and business growth in communities Another issue identified by many jurisdictions was parking turn-over. Free parking, the lack of designated long-term parking for employees in business districts, and  the lack of time limits for on-street parking leads to overuse by long-term parkers.Also noted was parking spillover from patrons and employees of business districts into surrounding residential neighborhoods that do not require residential parking permits.A problem that is experienced most frequently by coastal cities is that local traffic is impacted by vehicles circling city streets in search of free parking spaces. Competition for curbside space is another common problem – as cities seek to develop complete streets, communities are resistant to giving up parking spaces for bike, ped and transit infrastructure or amenities. There is also competition for the various curbside demands  such as taxi drop-off, valet, and package  delivery. 
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 Interactive, web-based 
document  
 22 case study 

participants 
 Customized for the San 

Diego region 
 Step by step guidance 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using all of the input from the interviews, we developed an interactive, web-based parking management toolbox that provides step-by step guidance for how to develop, implement and manage parking supply in a way that is tailored to a community’s specific needs.  The toolbox is interactive in that it allows the user to easily move through the document and focus on the sections that are most meaningful for them. Areas in the document that are interactive are indicated by a mouse icon (CLICK)  and the user simply needs to click on the mouse to activate the materials, which will provide more detail related to the subject matter. The Toolbox was developed with input from parking professionals from 22 different case study locations; representing different types of communities. Each provided a unique approach and context for inclusion in the Toolbox. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Toolbox defines the parking management process in 6 steps shown on the bottom right of this screen shot. (CLICK) The process starts with defining your community type; collecting and analyzing parking data to understand the issues; exploring parking management strategies;  identifying the best solutions;  managing the parking program efficiently; and effective communications and marketing. I’ll go into each of these in a bit more detail in the subsequent slides



Community and Special Use Typologies  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first step in using the toolbox is to identify your community or place type. The toolbox addresses 12 place types that are representative of the San Diego region but that would apply to communities across the country.  Parking management is not one size fits all solution so whether your community is urban or suburban or if you need parking management strategies for transit stations, the port, or major institutions and event venues, the parking management toolbox addresses your needs.  



Understand the Issues  
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 Data collection and analysis 
• Parking inventory 
• Parking occupancy  
• Parking turnover  
• Community characteristics 
• Citations and trends  

 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second step in the process is rooted in data collection and analysis that enables a community to identify real versus perceived problems. Data collection and analysis include ……..The toolbox describes the process for collecting this data and conducting the analysis.  



Explore Parking Strategies 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
With the data, the Toolbox user can begin to drill down on specific, issues and  solutions organized under these 9 categories.  I’ll now switch over to the interactive document to do a brief demonstration on how the toolbox can used to navigate users through to the best parking solutions. 



Parking Program Management  
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 Program structure 
 Staffing considerations 
 System operations 
 Technology 
 Budgeting considerations 
 Financing  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you’ve determined which parking management strategies will work best for you, the next step in the process is managing the parking program. The toolbox walks users through the key considerations for identifying the right management structure, staffing, system operations, technology, and budgeting/financing. 



Communications and Marketing  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last step and one of the most important is communications and marketing. Engaging the community is critical at all stages of the parking management process. Educating the public and attaining buy-in early on can lead to successful implementation. The Toolbox describes the range of options for outreach and education, as well as effective marketing. This slide highlights the City of Toronto’s parking program which has been branded as the Green P. Consistent signage and way finding are used throughout the city to communicate where parking is located, a user-friendly web portal, mobile app  and marketing materials have been developed to communicate about all aspects of the parking program with the public and business community.  



Case Studies and Resource Library 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Last the toolbox organizes all of the case study research and technical resources that informed its development. The user simply needs to click on a case study location, and more detailed information about the program will appear.  



Questions?  
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 Parking Management Toolbox can be downloaded for 
use at: www.sandag.org/TDM 

 
 Antoinette Meier 

antoinette.meier@sandag.org 
619.699.7381 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The toolbox is available for use on the SANDAG website. While I was only able to demonstrate a small section of the toolbox for you today, I encourage you to download it and explore it further. 

http://www.sandag.org/TDM
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